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Abstract

Datalog is becoming increasingly popular as a standard
tool for a variety of use cases. Modern Datalog engines can
achieve high performance by specializing data structures
for relational operations. For example, the Datalog engine
Soufflé achieves high performance with a synthesizer that
specializes data structures for relations. However, the syn-
thesizer cannot always be deployed, and a fast interpreter is
required.
This work introduces the design and implementation of

the Soufflé Tree Interpreter (STI). Key for the performance of
the STI is the support for fast operations on relations. We ob-
tain fast operations by de-specializing data structures so that
they can work in a virtual execution environment. Our new
interpreter achieves a competitive performance slowdown
between 1.32 and 5.67× when compared to synthesized code.
If compile time overheads of the synthesizer are also consid-
ered, the interpreter can be 6.46× faster on average for the
first run.

CCS Concepts: · Software and its engineering→ Inter-

preters.

Keywords: Interpreter Implementation, Datalog Engine, Sta-
tic Data Structure
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1 Introduction

Logic programming languages, such as Datalog, are gain-
ing in popularity for a variety of analysis problems due to
their succinctness and ease of use. In recent years, Datalog
has been extended in its expressiveness (e.g., functors, aggre-
gates, records, lattices, etc.) and used for various applications,
including static program analysis in Java [4] and Tensor Flow
programs [34], security-oriented analysis in Ethereum Vir-
tual Machine [24] and network analysis in Amazon Web
Services [7].

For these large-scale applications, the relations of a Data-
log program may contain up to billions of tuples. Hence, it
is performance-critical to efficiently represent and interact
with relations. Soufflé [28, 47] is a Datalog engine that uses
in-memory data structures for relations and has high per-
formance due to its synthesizer. The synthesizer compiles
a Datalog program into highly optimized and parallel C++
code, and can achieve performance comparable to optimized,
hand-crafted code.

However, the synthesizer is not always the preferred mode
of execution. For example, Datalog programs may be exe-
cuted in a Cloud environment that cannot run C++ compi-
lation tools (such as the Amazon Lambda Service in some
applications [7]). Other scenarios include the development
and debugging of Datalog applications, where re-compilation
for small program changes becomes too tedious. For such
scenarios, a fast interpreter for Datalog programs is para-
mount.
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Figure 1. Execution model of Soufflé

Naïve interpreter implementations for imperative lan-
guages may run hundreds or thousands of times slower
than the equivalent compiled code [18, 44], even with vari-
ous advanced implementation techniques to speed up their
performance [6, 14, 20, 21]. However, the research litera-
ture has little to offer on how to design and implement a
high-performance interpreter for Datalog languages such
as Soufflé [28, 47]. One of the main challenges is to find an
in-memory representation of relations for performing set
manipulation and access operations efficiently, since the in-
terpreter may execute such operations billions of times for a
single rule.
Soufflé’s synthesized C++ code can cope with such large

quantities of relational operations due to specialized in-mem-
ory data structures [29ś31, 40] called Datalog-Enabled Rela-
tional (DER) data structures [31]. A DER is an abstract data
type for storing tuples of fixed length as a set. The abstract
data type facilitates efficient inserts, membership tests, and
enumerations. In particular, DER data types offer efficient
range queries for predefined tuple orders. We refer to these
specialized range queries as primitive searches, which are
the most essential and performance-critical building blocks
for executing Datalog rules [48]. For each relation in the
Datalog program, the synthesizer specifically tailors a DER
data structure for a relation using C++ template parameters.
The parameters specify the DER’s implementation (B-tree,
trie, etc.), shape (the arity and types of the tuple elements),
and tuple orders/operations. While a synthesizer can gener-
ate static code using C++ templates, an interpreter cannot
directly utilize the templated data structures because of their
static nature. A new approach is necessary to de-specialize
these data structures so that a virtual execution environment
can pre-compile and adopt them. Further challenges include
optimizing the interpreter’s instruction dispatch and over-
coming the lack of optimization that a synthesizer would
otherwise allow.
Thus, the key challenges addressed by our work are: (1)

finding an approach for interpreters to benefit from the
deeply specialized primitives available to compiled engines,
(2) minimizing interpretation overheads of orchestrating
primitive operations, and (3) reducing the performance gap
between compiling and interpreting logic programming lan-
guage engines. In this work, we introduce the Soufflé Tree

Interpreter (STI), which is implemented in the style of an
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) interpreter [3]. The STI uses DER
data structures that are specialized using C++ templates to
overcome performance limitations of previous interpreter
implementations. We also identify interpreter specific opti-
mizations that are crucial for performance. With our new
interpreter implementation techniques, the STI incurs an
overhead of only 1.32 Ð 5.67× on real-world benchmarks
when compared to the synthesized C++ code. If compilation
time is taken into account, the interpreter can be 6.46× faster
on average. This demonstrates its effectiveness for scenarios
where the synthesizer may not be preferred due to the large
overhead of the compilation process.
The contributions of this work are as follows:

1. We introduce an efficient tree interpreter implementa-
tion for Soufflé and explain its key design features.

2. We show how to de-specialize templated C++ data
structures and how to use them in a virtual execution
environment.

3. We provide four optimization techniques that improve
the performance of our interpreter and present their
impact on the overall performance.

Our de-specialization technique is not necessarily specific
to C++ and Souffle, and can be applied more generally when-
ever there are templated data structures in language imple-
mentationswith a large parameter space.With our technique,
these data structures can be instantiated at runtime by reduc-
ing the parameter space and enabling the implementation of
a fast interpreter.

2 Background

Datalog [1, 15] is a fragment of first-order logic with re-
cursion. A Datalog program is a set of Horn clauses [36]
of the form 𝐿0 :−𝐿1, . . . , 𝐿𝑛 where each 𝐿𝑖 is a literal of the
form 𝑅𝑖 (𝑥0, . . . , 𝑥𝑚) with relation 𝑅𝑖 of arity 𝑚. Each argu-

ment 𝑥𝑖 can either be a constant or a variable. We refer to
literal 𝐿0 as the head and literals 𝐿1, ..., 𝐿𝑛 as the body of the
clause. When the body of the clause is empty, it represents a
fact; otherwise, the clause represents a rule. Facts are also
known as an Extensional Database (EDB) in Datalog and are
unconditionally true [15]. For example,

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝐵𝑜𝑏,𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒) . 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑙).
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represents facts that introduce the two tuples (𝐵𝑜𝑏,𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒)
and (𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑙) into relation parent.
The body of a rule consists of a set of literals joined by

conjunctions. The interpretation of a rule is as follows: If
all the literals in the body hold, then the head holds as well.
The facts derived from rules are called Intensional Database

(IDB). For example, the rule

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑋,𝑍 ) :−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑋,𝑌 ), 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑌, 𝑍 )

reads that 𝑋 is 𝑍 ’s grandparent if 𝑋 is the parent of 𝑌 , and
𝑌 is the parent of 𝑍 . Such a rule is evaluated by finding facts
matching the body literals, and generating the corresponding
head fact.
Datalog also allows recursion and negation. A rule is re-

cursive if the relation of the head appears in the body (i.e.,
the relation depends on itself). Rules may be mutually recur-
sive if their dependencies form a cycle. Negations appear in
the form of a negated literal, which holds true if the corre-
sponding positive literal does not hold. Datalog defines the
semantics of negation by stratification [1, 16, 50].

Soufflé. Soufflé [28, 47] is an extension of Datalog that
includes functors (e.g., string operations, binary constraints,
arithmetic operations), aggregates, components, typed struc-
tures (i.e., records), and facilitates debugging [54]. Soufflé
evaluates a program in phases as shown in Fig. 1. In the first
phase, Soufflé takes a Datalog program as input and gen-
erates an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). In this stage, Soufflé
checks the input program for syntax and semantic errors
and applies high-level Datalog optimizations if possible. In
the next phase, Soufflé translates the AST to a Relational
Algebra Machine (RAM) program [47]. The RAM represen-
tation combines elements of relational algebra queries and
control flow to describe the Datalog program in an impera-
tive/relational fashion. The RAM representation ensures effi-
cient pre-runtime optimizations, such as automatically com-
puting indices for fast primitive searches and load-balancing
for parallel computation [48]. In the last phase, the RAM
program is either synthesized to a C++ program or executed
directly using an interpreter.

A RAM program is represented as a tree structure contain-
ing relation declarations, subroutines, and the main program.
The main program forms the root of the tree and calls subrou-
tines to execute each part of the program. Each subroutine
then contains relational operations that allow the execution
of Datalog rules, such as encoding primitive searches, filters,
and insertions.
Fig. 2 illustrates a simple security analysis application

written in Soufflé. The Datalog code identifies potentially
vulnerable regions in a program that are unprotected by
a security check. From Rule 1, a code block 𝑦 is unsafe if
there is an edge from an unsafe code block to 𝑦 and 𝑦 is not
protected. From Rule 2, a violation is a code block that is
vulnerable and unsafe.

Unsafe("while").

/* Rule 1 */

Unsafe(y):-

Unsafe(x),

Edge(x, y),

!Protect(y).

/* Rule 2 */

Violation(x):-

Vulnerable(x),

Unsafe(x).

Figure 2. Datalog Example: Security Analysis

Fig. 3 shows the fragment of the RAM representation for
Rule 1 of the example. In Line 1, the RAM program inserts
a tuple into the input relation delta_Unsafe. The next step
is to generate the knowledge for the Unsafe relation, which
corresponds to Rule 1 in the Datalog program (Fig. 2). Since
this rule is recursive, the rule evaluation uses a loop (Line 4).
The rule evaluation begins by checking for emptiness of
the body relations (Line 5). Then, a simple nested loop join
iterates through all tuples in delta_Unsafe, and finds the
matching tuples in Edge. If the tuple satisfies the negation
for Protect and if it does not already exist in Unsafe, then it is
inserted into new_Unsafe. If no new tuples are deduced, the
loop exits (Line 10). At the end of rule evaluation, the RAM
program merges the newly deduced tuples (new_Unsafe)
into the full relation (Line 11)1, then these new tuples forms
delta_Unsafe, which is used to compute the next iteration.

1 INSERT ("while") INTO delta_Unsafe

2 ...

3

4 LOOP

5 IF ((NOT (delta_Unsafe = ∅)) AND (NOT (Edge = ∅)))

6 FOR a IN delta_Unsafe

7 FOR b IN Edge ON INDEX b.0 = a.0

8 IF ((NOT (b.1) ∈ Protect) AND (NOT (b.1) ∈

Unsafe))↩→

9 INSERT (b.1) INTO new_Unsafe

10 BREAK (new_Unsafe = ∅)

11 MERGE new_Unsafe INTO Unsafe

12 SWAP (delta_Unsafe, new_Unsafe)

13 CLEAR new_Unsafe

14 END LOOP

15 ...

Figure 3. RAM representation of the example Datalog

The primary operations in a RAM program involve query-
ing and manipulating relations. For fast execution of RAM
programs, the synthesizer produces Datalog-Enabled Rela-
tional (DER) data structures [31] to represent relations. The
implementation, shape, and operations of the DER data struc-
ture are specialized by the synthesizer for a given input
program.

1In the latest versions of Soufflé, the MERGE operation is replaced by a FOR

loop over new_Unsafe whose tuples are inserted into Unsafe. The MERGE

was eliminated to reduce the instruction set.
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For example, consider the search operation on Line 7 of
Fig. 3. Here, the RAM program performs a search on the Edge
relation to find a range of tuples matching a particular value
for the first element (𝑏.0 = 𝑎.0). Such a filter operation con-
stitutes a primitive search [48]. Therefore, the Edge relation
should contain a data structure capable of accelerating this
particular search. For example, a B-tree with a lexicographi-
cal order where the first element is first would be suitable.
Such a data structure allows effective querying for a lower-
bound (i.e., the first tuple where 𝑏.0 = 𝑎.0), and an upper-
bound (i.e., the last tuple where 𝑏.0 = 𝑎.0). All elements
between the bounds are exactly those that satisfy the condi-
tion, thus the loop can be executed in time proportional to
the output size. Therefore, for this particular primitive search,
the synthesizer would choose a B-tree with the lexicographi-
cal order (𝑎0, 𝑎1) ≺ (𝑏0, 𝑏1) ⇔ 𝑎0 < 𝑏0 ∨ (𝑎0 = 𝑏0 ∧ 𝑎1 < 𝑏1)

to represent the Edge relation. While this example demon-
strates the specialization of set representation and lexico-
graphical order, the synthesizer also specializes in other as-
pects, such as the comparison for data types of tuple elements
(int, float, etc.).

Soufflé uses C++ templates for expressing DER data struc-
tures [31]. Souffle’s data structure portfolio consists of
Brie [29], B-Tree [30], and equivalence relation [40]. The
parameters of C++ templates instantiate the DER data struc-
ture for a concrete relation. For example, for the Edge relation
in the above example, the synthesizer will choose a B-tree
with Comparator<0,1> as a template to specify the lexico-
graphical order used to store the tuples. By using templates,
the synthesizer can statically optimize a relation to support
the required operations. Moreover, a single lexicographical
order may not be sufficient if there are multiple different
search operations, so the synthesizer must generate multiple
data structures for a single relation with different template
instantiations. The main reason for the use of C++ templates
is that parameters can be fully inlined by the C++ compiler
(e.g., comparator for tuples) to obtain high performance.

3 An Interpreter for Soufflé

The Soufflé Tree Interpreter (STI) is a recursive tree in-
terpreter that executes a RAM program. The STI employs
Datalog-Enabled Relational (DER) data structures [31] that
are de-specialized via adapters so that relational operations
are still vastly accelerated. The STI has its own intermediate
representation for a RAM program called the Interpreter Tree.
The Interpreter Tree amends the RAM representation (stored
as a tree internally) with runtime-specific information and
optimizations for the interpreter. The nodes in the Interpreter
Tree are called Interpreter Nodes (INode), which are light-
weight nodes that directly correspond to RAM nodes (except
in the case of super-instructions, discussed in Section 4.4),
and contain execution state and pre-computed values for
interpreting the RAM program. Each INode also encodes its

INode

opcode : enum

sPtr : void*

SNode

children : [SNode]

descriptive data..

Interpreter Tree
RAM Tree

Figure 4. Interpreter tree overview, INode is an interpreter
node, SNode is a source RAM node

type via an enum value, which allows nodes to be executed
using a fast and extensible switch dispatch while enabling
further optimizations (See Section 4.1). Lastly, each INode

contains a reference, which we refer to as a Shadow Pointer

(sPtr), to its corresponding RAM node so that the interpreter
can look up static information in the RAM node during ex-
ecution. The relationship between an INode and its RAM
node is illustrated in Fig. 4. As shown in the figure, we refer
to the corresponding RAM node as a Source Node (SNode).
In the design of the interpreter tree, we kept the interpreter
nodes lightweight, containing only what is necessary for the
execution state of the interpreter.

1 RamDomain execute(const INode* node, Context& context) {

2 switch (node->type) {

3 case(TupleElement): {

4 const auto& ram =

5 static_cast<TupleElement>(node->sPtr);

6 size_t tupleID = ram->getTupleID();

7 size_t elementID = ram->getElementID();

8 return context[tupleID][elementID];

9 }

10 case(Max): {

11 const auto a = execute(node->leftChild())

12 const auto b = execute(node->rightChild());

13 return std::max(a, b);

14 }

15 ...

16 }

17 }

Figure 5. An example of executing an INode

Fig. 5 shows an example of executing an INode. Here, the
execute method takes an INode and a context. The second
argument, context, is a runtime environment that man-
ages the creation and storage of runtime variables. Since STI
supports parallel computation, the interpreter must create
thread-local copies of context, and pass them as an argu-
ment for each invocation of execute. Inside the execute

method, a switch statement is performed on the node’s type
to dispatch a specific node, e.g., a TupleElement or Max op-
eration. Consider the TupleElement operation that accesses
and returns an element from a tuple stored in a relation. The
information for executing TupleElement is static and stored
in the RAM node. In Line 4ś5, a static cast (thus incurring
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A B C Container
read/write

A C B
compare

order< 0, 2, 1 >

(a) Tuple IO in static version (Synthesizer)

A B C A C B Adapter

write 𝜙

read 𝜙 ′

read/write
A C B

compare

order< 0, 1, 2 >

(b) Tuple IO in dynamic version (Interpreter)

Figure 6. Tuple IO actions in synthesizer and interpreter.

no runtime overhead) converts the shadow pointer from a
raw pointer to the correct RAM pointer-type, and retrieves
the location of the target tuple from the source node (Line
6 − 8). The other operation, Max, does not need any extra
static information, and simply recursively evaluates the left
and right children to return the larger result. In summary, the
execution will either obtain information from the INode (i.e.
execution state or pre-processed values) or static information
from the RAM node via the shadow pointer.

De-specialization of Relational Data Structures. Dur-
ing runtime, tuples produced by the computation are stored
in relations. A relation in Soufflé’s generated C++ code is
a collection of DER data structures [31], each of which is
specialized to support the operations needed in the program.
The key to the synthesizer’s speed is that the DER data
structures are fully specialized from a large parameter space,
including the implementation (B-tree, trie, etc.), the arity,
the type (integer, float, etc.) of each element, and the set of
primitive searches.

The interpreter cannot adopt DER data structures directly
because of their static type parameters. A solution to this
problem could be to pre-generate all specialized versions for
the interpreter by enumerating the parameter space. How-
ever, the combinatorially large parameter space makes a
brute-force solution intractable. Therefore, we develop a
framework to de-specialize the DER data structures and sub-
stantially reduce the parameter space. As a consequence,
some of the functionality provided by the specializations
must be transferred to dynamic runtime adapters, which
require careful implementation so that performance is not
hampered.
The first de-specialization step is the reduction of the

set of all possible lexicographical orders of length 𝑁 to the
natural one (i.e., from 0 to 𝑁 − 1). The key observation for
this reduction is that tuples can be reordered before being
inserted, so that the ordering of inserted tuples determines
the ordering inside the data structure, as shown in Fig. 6a
and Fig. 6b. This de-specialization step also reduces the set
of primitive searches. With the natural ordering, there are
only 𝑁 primitive searches possible: E.g., the first element
is specified, the first two elements are specified, and so on.
All 𝑁 primitive searches can be pre-compiled for each data
structure.

1 // Base class providing a virtual interface for indexes

2 class IndexAdapter {

3 public:

4 virtual bool insert(Tuple) = 0;

5 virtual bool contains(Tuple) = 0;

6 };

7 // An adapter class containing a BTree index

8 template <size_t Arity>

9 class BTreeIndex : public IndexAdapter {

10 public:

11 bool insert(Tuple t) override {

12 return index.insert(order.encode(t));

13 }

14 bool contains(Tuple t) override {

15 return index.contains(order.encode(t);

16 }

17 ...

18 private:

19 BTree<Arity> index;

20 Order order;

21 };

22 // A factory producing indexes with arity btw. 1-16

23 unique_ptr<IndexAdapter> BTreeIndexFactory(size_t arity){

24 switch(arity) {

25 case(1): return make_unique<BTreeIndex<1>>();

26 ...

27 case(16): return make_unique<BTreeIndex<16>>();

28 default: fatal("Size not supported yet.");

29 }

30 }

Figure 7. Example of a factory and adapter

The second de-specialization step is to use only integer
types in the data structures, with runtime adapters convert-
ing other types to bit representations that can fit in integers.
The trade-off is that certain indexed operations can no longer
be applied, since ordering for integers may not correspond
to the same ordering for the target type, such as floating
point and unsigned numbers.

As a result, an index can be uniquely defined by its imple-
mentation type and arity. Since there are only a handful of
possible implementation types, and arities (in practice, we ob-
served up to 16), it is now feasible to pre-compile all versions
of the de-specialized DER data structures. This framework
is also easy to extend in case a user needs a higher arity
relation, or if a new DER data structure is introduced.
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1 #define FOR_EACH(func, ...) \

2 FOR_EACH_BTREE(func, __VA_ARGS__) \

3 FOR_EACH_BRIE(func, __VA_ARGS__) \

4 FOR_EACH_PROVENANCE(func, __VA_ARGS__) \

5 FOR_EACH_EQREL(func, __VA_ARGS__)

Figure 8.Macro specializing an instruction for an index type

Finally, we enable interpreter operations with those tem-
plate classes by building a dynamic adapter on top of the de-
specialized DER data structures which we refer to as indexes
in the interpreter. Fig. 7 demonstrates the use of a factory to
generate statically typed data structures, with a thin dynamic
adapter around it. The base IndexAdapter class enforces
the methods that are needed to interact with any under-
lying class. Then, the BTreeIndex implements the adapter,
with the insertmethod showcasing the dynamic reordering
necessary for the first de-specialization step of eliminating
different lexicographical orders. The BTreeIndexFactory

class then takes an arity, and returns a statically typed index
that matches the given arity.
Another source of a potential slowdown in the de-

specialized DER data structures is the iterator. Since the
adapter provides virtualized behaviour, the iterator oper-
ations supported by the DER data structure must also be
virtualized. However, a virtualized iterator can have huge
consequences for the performance of the interpreter, since
a program can easily have billions of iterator-related opera-
tions, and performing a virtual call for each operation can
be very costly. To amortize the cost of the virtualization, we
apply a buffer mechanism. With this mechanism, any read
request on the iterator would trigger the adapter to buffer
(arbitrarily chosen) 128 values from the underlying iterator,
allowing the following 127 requests to operate directly on the
buffer. Thus, on average, there only needs to be one virtual
call to the underlying iterator for every 128 read requests.

4 Optimizations

Interpreters such as STI can perform instructions billions of
times. Thus, frequently executed instructions that perform
simple tasks, including allocating a heap object, dispatching a
virtual function, or saving and restoring of some registers for
a function call, can add significant runtime overheads. How-
ever, not all kinds of instructions are frequently executed;
some are processed several orders of magnitudes more often
than others. To improve the performance of an interpreter,
it is important to identify frequently executed instructions
and minimize their runtime (even if only few CPU cycles are
eliminated by the optimizations).

One of our main techniques is to specialize instructions so
that parameters of a generic instruction become constants
in their specialized versions. Although these specializations
seem insignificant on the surface, they can significantly re-
duce runtime overheads for operations on specialized data

structures since the constants in the C++ code of the in-
terpreter enable further compiler optimizations when the
interpreter is translated to an executable.
Another interpreter optimization technique is replacing

frequently encountered sequences of instructions with a new
complex instruction that subsumes the sequence. The intro-
duction of łsuper-instructionsž reduces the total number
of instructions executed, and reduces the costs for instruc-
tion dispatch which is a major contributing factor for the
slow-down of an interpreter. In our work, we apply super-
instruction techniques for a tree interpreter. In the following,
we discuss the STI’s optimizations in more detail.

4.1 Static Access and Instruction Generation

The adapter design enables the interpreter to interact with
different types of indices during runtime uniformly. How-
ever, this strategy incurs an overhead because of the virtual
interfaces and the buffer mechanism. Additionally, virtual
function calls can be difficult for the compiler to inline be-
cause the target function to call is unknown until runtime.
Therefore, we seek a way to eliminate the extra overhead in
the adapter by enabling the interpreter to use a purely static
computation model that is similar to the synthesizer.
The idea is to make the interaction between the inter-

preter and the data structure static, by encoding the target
index’s type information in the interpreter instruction set.
For example, an insert operation that targets an index of type
<BTree, 3> (B-Tree implementationwith arity of 3) will have
Insert_BTree_3 as the enum value for its opcode. However,
explicitly introducing all of these instructions would drasti-
cally increase the code complexity. Therefore, we use C++
macros to create specialized versions of each instruction im-
plicitly. The central macro is shown in Fig. 8, which takes a
func (representing a base instruction), and creates special-
ized versions of it for each index representation.

For each representation, additional macros create versions
for each arity (in Fig. 9). Both macros also support variadic
arguments, so that they can map any instruction with any
arguments to specialized versions for all DER data structures
that Soufflé supports.

#define FOR_EACH_BTREE(func, ...)\

func(Btree, 0, __VA_ARGS__) \

/* ... */ \

func(Btree, 15, __VA_ARGS__) \

func(Btree, 16, __VA_ARGS__)

// Equivalence relation is a specialized binary relation

#define FOR_EACH_EQREL(func, ...)\

func(Eqrel, 2, __VA_ARGS__)

Figure 9. Macro specializing an instruction for each arity

For example, we can specialize the Insert operation into
different versions as shown in Fig. 10. The FOR_EACH macro
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#define GEN_ENUM(Name, Data, Arity) \

Name##_##Data##_##Arity,

enum Token{

FOR_EACH(Insert, GEN_ENUM)

};

Figure 10. Example of Enum generation

will map the GEN_ENUM Macro on all the possible combina-
tions of arity and structures, encoding the type information
of the DER structure into operation name: Insert_BTree_0,
Insert_BTree_1, etc.

The final step is to generate a specialized instruction body.
This is done by moving the instruction body from within
the case statement into a template function. Inside each case
statement, instructions are generated to call each template
method. Fig. 11 shows an example, where Fig. 11a defines
the call to the template method, Fig. 11b invokes FOR_EACH
to generate the function calls, and Fig. 11c is the actual com-
putation of the instruction. Note that there are several per-
formance improvements here. Firstly, Arity is known at
compile time; hence the array allocation at Line 4 of Fig. 11c
is on the stack instead of on the heap as in the unoptimized
implementation. Secondly, the loop at Line 5 can now be
unrolled. Thirdly, the function call on target in Line 8 is
not a virtual call, hence does not need virtual dispatch and
can be inlined by the compiler. As a consequence, iterators
no longer need a buffer mechanism, since there is no virtual
call overhead anymore.

4.2 Static Tuple Reordering

As discussed in Section 3, tuples are reordered at runtime
to allow the de-specialization of reducing the possible num-
ber of comparators, so that only the natural lexicographical
orders are required. However, performing reordering at run-
time can reduce performance. Therefore, we exploit the static
nature of the RAM language. The basic idea is to rewrite the
RAM representation for tuple accesses so that data is read
in the natural lexicographical order of the indices. When
the RAM program is produced for a Datalog program, we
create an attribute env which simulates a runtime context.
For any operation that creates a tuple 𝑡 in the runtime envi-
ronment, env will record the tuple and 𝜙 , i.e., the ordering of
its elements. Later and during the lifetime of 𝑡 , if another op-
eration reads the 𝑖-th element of tuple 𝑡 , the code generator
will rewrite it as it is referencing the 𝜙 (𝑖)-th element, based
on what env recorded. Similarly, for a query operation, env
allows static reordering of the search ranges returned by the
index. We do not reorder the tuple of an insertion operation
statically, since a relation may consist of several indices, and
we have a single insert invocation that inserts a tuple to all
indices.

#define INSERT(Structure, Arity, ...)\

case(I_Insert_##Arity##_##Structure):{\

auto& rel = *static_cast\

<Insert_##Arity##_##Structure*>\

(node->getRelation()); \

return evalInsert(rel, cur);\

}

(a)Macro for calling template function

switch (node->type) {

// Generate special instruction using FOR_EACH Marco.

FOR_EACH(Insert)

// Regular case that does not need specialization.

case (Number): {

/* .. */

}

}

(b) Generate case statements in the switch loop

1 template<typename RelType>

2 RamDomain evalInsert(RelType& target, const SNode& cur) {

3 constexpr size_t Arity = Relation::_Arity;

4 t_tuple<RamDomain, Arity> data;

5 for (size_t i = 0; i < Arity; ++i) {

6 data[i] = eval(cur.children[i]);

7 }

8 target.insert(data);

9 return true;

10 }

(c) Actual function definition

Figure 11. Example of specializing an instruction

4.3 Reducing Register Pressure in Recursive

Function Calls

To transfer program control, the interpreter calls the
execute function with the child node as an argument. Since
the execution model of the Soufflé interpreter is recursive, it
is critical that the overhead of recursively calling execute is
minimized. At the assembly level, once the program enters
the execute function, it needs to allocate a new stack frame
and save all the callee-saved registers on the stack to prevent
instructions in the function from overwriting those registers’
values. The compiler determines what registers to save by
considering the instructions of the function body.
Since the execute function in STI contains only a long

switch statement, and all of the cases can be a possible target
to execute during runtime, the compiler would decide to save
the maximum possible number of registers needed for the
heaviest case statement. We observe that the resulting as-
sembly code spends six instructions to save the callee-saved
registers, which are not actually used by most interpreter
instructions. Additionally, it spends three instructions to
create a canary value to prevent stack buffer overflow at-
tacks [13]. However, this is not always needed since many
interpreter operations do not allocate a buffer on the stack.
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1 #define CASE(Type) \

2 case(Type): { \

3 return [&]() -> RamDomain { \

4 #define ESAC }();}

5

6 switch (node->type) {

7 CASE(Insert)

8 /* Actual computation */

9 ESAC(Insert)

10 }

Figure 12. Decorated case expression as a local lambda call

While these are only a few extra instructions, the interpreter
often has a deeply nested recursive call structure, and these
nine instructions in every recursive call can add up.
To work around the inefficiency of register allocation by

the C++ compiler, we put each of the interpreter instructions
inside of a local C++ lambda, to wrap it as a function call.
This can be achieved by decorating the case expression using
a macro as shown in Fig. 12. As a result, the compiler will
note that no callee-saved registers are needed, and it will
choose not to overreact. It now only stores the program stack
and immediately starts execution, saving nine instructions
per dispatch. The compiled code would then save registers
accordingly once entering the lambda, only if required.

The trade-off here is the extra function call, but we show
in the experiments that the saved instructions justify the
extra function call.

4.4 Super-instructions

Super-instructions are an optimization technique to merge
several small but frequent instructions into a large oper-
ation to reduce the total number of dispatches during in-
terpretation [14, 19, 42]. The possible candidates for super-
instruction optimization are combinatorially large, and dif-
ferent source programs can have different instruction usage,
so it is critical to choose the candidates effectively in or-
der to obtain general improvement across most programs.
Our candidates for super-instruction optimizations are se-
lected based on statistical results obtained from real-world
use cases.
The key observation is that many operations, such as

IndexScan and Insert, require results from runtime eval-
uation. Depending on the use case, the actual value being
scanned or inserted can be different, but in general, they fall
into three different categories:

1. Constant, in which case, the value to be fetched is
known during the compilation of the source program
and can be determined without runtime context.

2. TupleElement, in which case, the value is the result
of some temporary tuple in the runtime environment.
The actual tuple can come from user input or runtime
computation, and the exact value is unknown before

runtime. However, the location of target tuple in the
context is static and thus known during compilation.

3. The last case includes all other generic expressions,
e.g. arithmetic operations, for which we do not create
a super-instruction, as there are many possible sub-
expressions, which would introduce extra complexity
into the code. Moreover, these generic expressions are
comparatively rare in real-world usage.

Instead of dispatching and evaluating each sub-expression
individually, a super-instruction is designed to merge Con-
stant and TupleElement into their parent instruction to
eliminate extra dispatch costs. However, a single specialized
version of the operation is infeasible. For example, consider
one possible parent instruction, Insert. An Insert instruc-
tion inserts a list of runtime-evaluated values into a relation
as a new element; those values can come from a mixture of
Constant, TupleElement and other generic expressions. A
single new super-instruction cannot be used since the com-
bination of types of underlying value expressions are not
known until runtime. Therefore, generating all possible com-
binations of child sub-expressions for Insert is infeasible.
To overcome the issue, we introduce three extra fields

in the interpreter node. A constant field that stores a list
of paired elements, where the first element represents the
target location to store the result, and the second element
presents the actual number. Similarly, a tupleElements field
with a list of paired elements, where the first element is the
target location in the result tuple, and the second index is
the location of the runtime environment where the input
value should be read from. Finally, a GenericExpression

is defined similarly. By doing this, we push the dispatch
costs for constant and tupleElements from runtime to
compilation time. The code generation example is illustrated
in Fig. 13.

Node generateInsert(RamNode* node) {

Node ret;

for (size_t i = 0; i < num_of_operations; ++i){

auto op = node.getChildren(i);

if (op.type == Constant) {

ret.addConstant((i,op));

} else if (op.type == TupleElement) {

ret.addTupleElement((i, op));

} else {

ret.addGenericExpression((i, op));

}

}

/** Initialize other fields **/

return ret;

}

Figure 13. Generating super-instructions for Insert

Our super-instructions are different to prior work [42] in
the sense that we only apply it on constant and tuples, in-
stead of all possible children of the parent operation. During
runtime, we evaluate all three fields separately, as shown
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in Fig. 14. Because the field already implies the operation
type, there is no need to perform instruction dispatch for
Constant and TupleElement. The trade-off is that our ap-
proach incurs the extra cost of fetching data from additional
data fields, as well as non-sequential write operations on the
result array. However, we observe that this technique is
ultimately beneficial due to the saved virtual dispatches.

RamDomain evalInsert(ShadowNode* node) {

/* initialize result tuple */

std::vector<RamDomain> tuple(n);

// Evaluate generic expression

for (auto& expr : node->expressions) {

/* Rely on dispatch to evaluate result */

}

// Retrieve constant value

for (auto& constant : node->constants) {

index = constant[0];

value = constant[1];

tuple[index] = value;

}

// Retrieve tupleElement

for (auto& t : node->tupleElements) {

index = t[0];

location = t[1];

tuple[index] = getValueFromRuntime(location);

}

/** insert tuple into relation **/

return result;

}

Figure 14. Super-instructions for an Insert operation

5 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the Soufflé Tree Interpreter,
we carry out several experiments. The main aim of this sec-
tion is to examine the performance of the STI in comparison
to the synthesizer, and also to examine the impact of each
optimization technique. More specifically, we aim to answer
the following research questions:

1. Can STI be considered as a fast interpreter implemen-
tation? How fast is it compared to the synthesized C++
code?

2. What contributes to the remaining gap between the
performance of the interpreter and the synthesizer?

3. How much performance gain do we obtain from static
instruction generation and the other optimizations?

All benchmarks are run five times on an Intel Xeon Gold
6130 CPU@2.10GHz. The operating system is Fedora 32, and
all C++ executables are compiled with GCC 10.2.1. Through-
out this section, unless specified, STI refers to the implemen-
tation with all previously discussed optimization techniques
applied. For the interpreter, the execution time includes the
extra code generation of the Interpreter Tree. For the synthe-
sizer, unless specified, only the execution time of the com-
piled binary is measured, excluding the time for synthesizing
and compiling the C++ code.

Our benchmarks are as follows:

• Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) benchmark [7]. A real-
world network reachability reasoning tool, which pro-
vides a security analysis for Amazon’s Cloud service.
Soufflé is part of the logic reasoning engine in VPC.

• DDisasm [22] is a disassembler that produces assem-
bly code. The disassembler engine is implemented in
Datalog which Soufflé executes; it takes input a bi-
nary and reconstructs the assembly code with proper
symbolic information. For the experiment, we use the
SpecCPU2006 [25] benchmarks as input data for DDis-
asm.

• DOOP [11] is a general and fast framework for the
static points-to analysis of Java programs that pro-
duces precise analyses including context-insensitive,
context-sensitive, call-site sensitive and object sensi-
tive analyses. For this experiment, we use the 1-object-
sensitive+heap analysis along with the DaCapo [10]
benchmark suite.

5.1 Overall Performance

The overall performance evaluation is demonstrated in
Fig. 15, illustrating the relative execution time of the in-
terpreter compared to the compiled C++ code. In DOOP
and VPC benchmarks, STI execution time is 1.41× - 2.2×
slower than the C++ code. The slowdown ratio in the DDis-
asm benchmarks ranges from 1.32× to 5.67×, except for the
specrand benchmark, which has a slowdown up to 23×.
However, specrand is an exceptionally short benchmark,
the runtime on our machine was 0.46 seconds vs. 0.02 sec-
onds, and the large slowdown ratio comes from the extra
code generation processes (translating RAM to interpreter
nodes) in the interpreter. Overall, STI is 1.32 Ð 5.67× slower
than the compiled C++ code in the real-world use cases,
demonstrating that it is an efficient interpreter and a good
alternative when the synthesizer cannot be used.
To emphasize the necessity of using static de-specialized

relations in Soufflé, we also evaluate the performance of a
legacy interpreter implementation. The main difference be-
tween the STI and the legacy interpreter is the comparator.
The legacy interpreter uses a runtime comparator which
represents the lexicographical order in an array. Due to the
comparator being provided as a runtime argument, it cannot
benefit from compiler optimizations. Since the comparator is
executed for every internal data structure operation, perfor-
mance suffers. For VPC, the legacy interpreter only finished
two of the benchmarks within a 120-minute timeout, while
STI finished the largest benchmark in 35 minutes. The two
finishing benchmarks are 9.8× and 10.2× slower than the
compiled C++ code respectively. For DOOP, the slowdown
ratio of the legacy interpreter is up to 12×; and for DDisasm,
the largest slowdown ratio we observed happened in gcc,
which is 43× slower.
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Figure 15. Execution time slowdown ratio to the synthesizer (lower is better). Y-axis is the slowdown ratio vs. the C++ runtime.

To further determine the effectiveness of STI for rapid-
prototyping, we examine the time ratio between the full
synthesizer runtime (compilation + execution) and inter-
preter runtime, i.e. the number of times the interpreter can
execute a certain benchmark before the synthesizer finishes
its first run. For example, a ratio of 2 means the interpreter
can complete the benchmark twice before the synthesizer
finishes its first computation. Table 1 summarizes the results.
Most of the benchmarks in VPC has an average < 1 ratio,
which means the synthesizer can likely finish before the
interpreter, even when including the compilation time. Since
the source Datalog program purely determines the compi-
lation time while the execution time is determined by both
the source program and the input data, benchmarks with
relatively small/simple input facts tend to have a higher ratio.
The main reason for a less-than-one ratio in VPC is because
it contains extremely long-running benchmarks. The compi-
lation time of the VPC source program is around 2 minutes;
however, with large/complex input data, the runtime can be
up to 35 minutes. For DDisasm, 90% of the benchmarks have
a ratio greater than one, while the remaining benchmarks are
lower than one for a similar reason to VPC Ð large/complex
input facts diminishing the impact of compilation time. Nev-
ertheless, with an average ratio of 15.2, it still makes the
interpreter the perfect choice for prototyping in this bench-
mark. DOOP has an average ratio of 2.12, and all benchmarks
have similar values. This is due to the Java standard library

Table 1. Runtime ratio of each benchmark when compila-
tion time is also considered. Higher values indicate that the
interpreter is advantageous

Ratio VPC DDisasm DOOP

# of values ≥ 1 20.0% 90.0% 100.0%

avg 0.79 15.2 2.12

max 1.30 42.0 2.54

min 0.62 0.44 1.63

being common between all these Java projects, so the per-
formance characteristics of points-to analysis are relatively
similar between the benchmarks. All benchmarks in DOOP
have a ratio larger than 1, which means for prototyping, the
interpreter is always the better option. The average overall
ratio, when all benchmarks are considered, is 6.46. Another
factor to consider is that during the rapid prototyping and
development phase, a user will typically use smaller input
data, leading to a larger ratio and the interpreter becoming
more effective than the synthesizer.

5.2 Performance Gap
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Figure 16. Bar plot is a histogram of slowdown ratio of
each rule in gamess, with 30 bins. Points represent each bins’
contribution to the total performance gap.

To further investigate the gap in performance between
the interpreter and synthesizer, we perform a case study
on a poorly performing benchmark: the gamess benchmark
from DDisasm. This benchmark is chosen for demonstration
purposes due to its simple profiler output, although it is not
the slowest benchmark overall. The case study is carried out
by using Soufflé’s built-in profiler to closely investigate the
computation of each rule within the Soufflé program, and
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to identify any performance bottleneck. We compare the
slowdown of each corresponding rule in Fig. 16. The y-axis
represents the number of counts of rules that are within a
certain range of slowdown. The red points represent each
bars’ contribution to the total performance gap.
Rules that have runtime less than 0.01 second are dis-

carded in the analysis. The majority of the rules (81) are less
than 2.5× slower and in total contribute to 17.83% of the
performance gap. There are 107 rules in total that have a
slowdown ratio of less than 10, contributing to 27.05% of the
total performance gap. The remaining bars have slowdown
ratios of more than 10, each containing only a single rule,
which are 10×, 23×, 29×, and 32× slower than the synthe-
sized code respectively. These four outlier rules contribute
to the majority of the performance gap - nearly 73%.

Among the outliers, the rule moved_label contributes the
most to the performance gap, and its RAM representation
is shown in Fig. 17. The main structure of moved_label is
a loop-nest with a depth of 2 and each loop has a inner
filter operation. Based on the statistics given by the Soufflé
profiler, the outer for-loop is iterated 126K times and the
inner-most loop is iterated 544M times. The main culprit of
the slowdown here is the inner-most filter operation, with the
many low-level arithmetic operations in the filter requiring
14 dispatches at the interpreter level, which are then executed
544M times, results in over 7 billion dispatches.
To confirm the hypothesis, we hand-crafted a super-in-

struction that computes this particular condition in the filter
operation. During execution, instead of dispatching the con-
dition, the function pointer is executed directly with the
runtime environment as the function argument. As a result
of the super-instructions, the number of dispatches for the
filter operation drops from 14 to just 1. The performance of
moved_label with the hand-crafted super-instructions im-
proves significantly, reducing its computation time from 44s
to only 4s. The significant improvement is due to the massive
number of iterations in the inner-most loop, which amplifies
the impact of only a few dispatches per loop. We observe a
similar structure in the other three outlier rules as well Ð a
condition statement that contains several dispatches, which
then results in a large number of total dispatches because of
a large number of inner loop iterations. For each of these out-
lier rules, we built custom super-instructions to reduce the
dispatch overheads. Using these super-instructions, the total
runtime is reduced from 331s to 209s, pushing the slowdown
ratio down from 2.7 to 1.7. The same pattern is observed in
other benchmarks as well, and by building super-instructions
we were able to confirm the same hypothesis on them. For
the slowest benchmark, gcc, which contains 7 such patterns,
runtime is improved by 27% with custom super-instructions.

1 FOR a IN symbolic_operand ON INDEX a.3 = 131

2 IF ((NOT (a.0,a.1,_,_,_) ∈

moved_displacement_candidate)↩→

3 AND (NOT (a.0,a.1,_,_) ∈ moved_immediate_candidate))

4 FOR b IN symbol ON INDEX b.0 <= a.2

5 IF ((a.2 < (b.0+b.1)) AND (b.0 != a.2))

6 INSERT (a.0, a.1, a.2, b.0) INTO moved_label

Figure 17. RAM representation of moved_label

5.3 Static Access and Instruction Generation

The impact of static instruction generation is shown in Fig. 18
by comparing its relative execution time against the inter-
preter implementation with a dynamic adapter. The improve-
ment in performance is significant, being 24.4% faster on
average and up to 55% faster, and is effective across all bench-
marks. The performance improvement comes from several
aspects. Firstly, the elimination of virtual function calls in the
accesses to the data structure can save a considerable amount
of cost, since a relation can be iterated billions of times. Sec-
ondly, better memory management is possible since the size
of every runtime tuple is known at compile time, and mem-
ory can then be allocated on the stack directly instead of on
the heap. Thirdly, it exposes more optimization opportuni-
ties to the compiler, since the target function to call is now
static instead of dynamic.
Finally, regarding the code complexity of the technique,

our approach yields only about 1800 lines of easily extensible
code while the dynamic approach resulted in 2200 lines of
code. The difference is mainly due to the extra complexity
from the buffer mechanism and the extensive amount of
sub-typing for each data structure.

5.4 Super-instructions

The performance improvement from super-instruction is
shown in Fig. 19, by comparing execution time against the
interpreter without super-instructions. On average, the in-
terpreter with super-instructions achieves a 13.75% speedup.
From the statistics report of the Soufflé profiler, by avoid-
ing dispatch for evaluating constants and tuples, our super-
instruction technique eliminates 22.01% of dispatches on
average. The positive impact of super-instructions demon-
strates the significance of dispatch overhead in the STI. In
Soufflé, insertions and range queries are common opera-
tions, similar to how load operations are frequent in general-
purpose languages [18, 39]. Therefore, optimizing for these
common patterns by using super-instructions can make a
considerable improvement.

5.5 Static Reordering and Reducing Register

Pressure

Static tuple reordering brings 3.2% Ð 5.1% of the performance
improvement based on our experiments. This improvement
applies consistently across all benchmarks and further em-
phasizes the importance of trading off dynamic operations
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Figure 18. Performance impact of the static interface (lower is better). The execution time is relative to the dynamic adapter
approach (runtime = 1).
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Figure 19. Performance impact of super-instructions (lower is better). The execution time is relative to the pre-optimized
version (runtime = 1).

for static ones. The modest performance improvement is
because the most frequent operation, insertion, cannot be
reordered statically. An insertion operation targets a whole
relation, where each underlying data structure requires a
different order. One possible solution is to extend the STI
instruction set to support insertion targets on a single in-
dex, which then can be reordered individually. However, this
would require splitting a single relation-wise insertion into
many small index-specific insertions and may significantly
increase the total number of dispatches.
Meanwhile, reducing register pressure eliminates 5% -

12.5% of assembly instructions. The performance improve-
ment is 6.3% on average, which suggests our approach of
trading off extra function calls with more efficient register
allocation pays off. This is because lightweight interpreter
instructions which do not need any callee-saved registers are
executed more frequently than heavy instructions. Overall,
this optimization trick has a substantial performance impact.

6 Related Work

Datalog Engines and Logic Programming. There are
many Datalog engines, including LogicBlox [5], bddb-
ddb [35], and DDLog [45]. LogicBlox is a Datalog engine fo-
cused on business applications. While it is a rich and feature-
filled language, it does not have the highly specialized data
structures and optimizations that Soufflé applies in its syn-
thesizer. Meanwhile, bddbddb translates Datalog programs
into efficient binary decision diagrams (BDDs). However,
manual variable ordering is key for performance in these
BDDs, and automatic techniques such as Soufflé’s automatic
index selection [48] do not apply. On the other hand, DDLog
is a compiler, that synthesizes a Differential Dataflow-based
program [38] from a Datalog program, allowing for effective
incremental evaluation. However, DDLog does not include
an interpreter, and its compilation can often be quite slow.
Outside of Datalog, there are other logic programming

languages, such as Prolog [53], XSB [46] and Flix [37]. Pro-
log and XSB engines are essentially compilers that produce
low-level code targeted at the Warren Abstract Machine [51].
Meanwhile, Flix produces efficient code targeted at the Java
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Virtual Machine. While variants of Prolog, such as SWI-
Prolog [52], include an interpreter, their backward chain-
ing approach is very different to Soufflé’s forward chaining.
Backward chaining relies heavily on effective unification
and backtracking, while forward chaining instead requires
efficient manipulation of relations.

Soufflé [28, 47] is a Datalog compiler, with its synthesizer
producing high-performance parallel C++ code. The special-
izations and optimizations applied by Soufflé synthesizer
make it the perfect platform to apply de-specializations to
implement an effective Datalog interpreter.
Database Systems. The database community has been

working on the efficient execution of queries using fast inter-
preters and JIT techniques [2, 32, 33]. However, their systems
have a data-centric view with ACID properties for transac-
tions and persistent storage for relations. In our work and
others [35, 45], a Datalog program becomes a computational
device that runs in isolation with volatile in-memory rela-
tions.
Interpreter Optimization. Linear bytecode representa-

tions have been shown to be effective for interpreter effi-
ciency [18]. Hence, many performant interpreters, such as
for Java [49] and Python [23] have chosen linear bytecode
representations. However, the execution characteristics of
Soufflé contains deeply nested loops and billions of iterations.
A linear representation of Soufflé that encodes a loop with
two instructions (i.e. direct jump and conditional jump) has
been shown to cause high dispatch overhead [26].
Many modern interpreter optimizations, such as

Python [23] and Lua [27], put focus on the dispatch loop.
The general optimization approach is to either reduce the
number of dispatches through super-instructions [42],
or to better guide the hardware branch predictor with
dispatching methods such as threaded code or indirect
threaded code [9, 17]. The latter approach is becoming
less effective as modern hardware is getting substantially
better at branch prediction [43]. For higher abstraction level
languages such as Soufflé, the dispatch cost is even less
critical [12, 39]. Our experiments suggest that using indirect
threaded code only brings a 3% performance improvement
for Soufflé’s interpreter, in the best case.

Ertl, et al. [14, 19] emphasized the impact of super-instruc-
tions on modern interpreters. They also came up with the
idea of generating super-instruction dynamically during the
execution, which is essentially a Just-in-Time technique (JIT).
Our super-instruction technique is purely static, but the
case study of the performance gap indeed suggests that STI
may benefit by JITing heavily executed statements in the
innermost loop.
The JIT technique [6] is also attractive because it can en-

able the interpreter to utilize static data structures during
runtime. Nevertheless, the deployment of JIT technology for

Soufflé may not be practical because of the extreme complex-
ity of the underlying static data structures. For example, Souf-
flé’s B-Tree has 2344 lines of templated C++ code. Another
application for JIT is to deploy tailored super-instructions at
runtime. For example, the hand-written super-instructions
demonstrated in section 5.2 are shown to be critical for the
remaining performance bottleneck in our system.

7 Conclusion

Modern Datalog engines, including Soufflé, execute logic pro-
grams efficiently because of their static optimizations for re-
lational data structures at compile-time. However, these tem-
plated data structures cannot be employed for interpreters.
This work introduces the Soufflé Tree Interpreter, which can
utilize the templated Datalog Enabled Relation (DER) frame-
work [31]. To use DER data structures in the interpreter, we
de-specialize them at runtime. By reducing the possible pa-
rameter space, the DER data structures can be pre-compiled
and used by the interpreter with an adapter. The idea of
de-specialization is not necessarily specific to C++ and Souf-
fle and can be applied more generally whenever there are
templated data structures with a large parameter space. For
example, similar techniques could be used for tensor struc-
tures in MatLab [8] for specialized template data structure in
their interpreter. Another example is other relation engines
such as HyPer [41] for implementing a fast interpreter.

We also identified four key optimizations that further im-
prove the performance of the Soufflé Tree Interpreter (STI).
The STI performance is evaluated using a comprehensive
benchmark suite consisting of a range of real-world Dat-
alog examples, demonstrating a slowdown of only 1.32 Ð
5.67 × compared to the synthesized C++ code. If the syn-
thesizer’s compile-time overheads are also considered, the
interpreter can be 6.46 × faster for the first run. In the future,
a promising research direction is to dynamically construct
super-instructions in conjunction with light-weight JIT tech-
niques to further reduce the performance gap between the
interpreter and synthesizer.
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